
 

June 2021 Thunder events 

 

Overview 

This was a quiet summer month for thunder. The first half was predominantly anticyclonic, 

and towards the northwest of the UK high pressure influenced the weather at times during the 

second half of the month. However, following a ‘thundery plume’ event on the 16th (albeit a 

description only really applicable in the extreme southeast),  the second half of June was 

notably cyclonic across England and Wales. Even so, persistent cloud cover often limited 

convection. Indeed, many places (especially in the west) reported no thunder during the 

month, but there were two ‘thunder days’ in parts of eastern England (with three days likely 

very locally). 

.  

5
th

: The surface pressure maps indicated a very slack ‘COL’ over the UK. Quite a sharp upper 

trough was approaching Ireland. An isolated thunderstorm developed close to the Moray 

Firth in Scotland to affect the Elgin and Lossiemouth area in the late afternoon. 

 

6
th

: Weak (apparently) fronts straddled the UK within a ridge of high pressure extending 

northeast from the Azores region. However, western areas were situated under a significant 

upper trough. Temperatures reached 23 °C at various places in south Wales, the south 

Midlands and southeast England. There were scattered heavy showers and several funnel 

cloud reports. Thunder accompanied showers just west of Hereford and near Newtown in mid 

Wales, with other isolated reports in central England. 

 

7
th

: A new high pressure centre had developed over central England. However, remains of the 

old frontal zone were still evident, together with an upper trough across Ireland and the 

western UK. Temperatures were a degree or so higher than on the 6
th

 with the highest 

readings (just above 24°C) around The Wash and The Humber. A significant outbreak of 

thunderstorms duly affected Lincolnshire and the East Riding of Yorkshire with more 

isolated thunder in West Yorkshire and northeast England. 

. 

16
th

-17
th

: A deep but filling Atlantic depression had moved towards the northwest of the UK 

and high pressure was centred over northeast Europe. A shallow heat low developed over 

northern France and drifted northeast, while a trailing cold front was pushing slowly east 

across the far west of Wales and England ahead of a deepening long wave upper trough. 

After a hot day (29°C in London) a lengthy dry spell for parts of central and southern 

England was broken by outbreaks of rain spreading northeast during the evening. There was 

also significant thundery activity but this was confined to southeasternmost areas. Here, at 

least three ‘waves’ of storms affected Sussex, Kent and places around the Thames Estuary 

and on to the East Anglian coast. The first pulse hit East Sussex soon after 1900 UTC, on the 

eastern flank of a larger rain area which affected the Isle of Wight and London on the western 

edge. This thunderstorm area cleared east Kent soon after 2200 UTC, by which time a second 

cluster had moved into East Sussex and this subsequently tracked a little further to the west, 

to be centred over north Kent and the Essex coast at midnight. A third, smaller cluster 

followed a similar track between 0200 and 0430 UTC on the 17
th

, while
 
another grazed the 

Kent coast around daybreak. These storms were intense, with spectacular lightning and 

cloudscapes (notably shelf clouds); 46mm of rain fell at RAF Manston on Thanet. In Polegate 

near Eastbourne, lightning struck a telegraph pole causing damage to the broadband and 

telephone lines for eight houses. Near Romney Marsh, a ground strike damaged electrical 

equipment, while lightning struck a house in Warden, Isle of Sheppey (around midnight 



UTC), starting a fire in the roof. Lightning also struck equipment at Margate Pumping Station 

which resulted in a significant sewage release into the sea. Early on the 17
th

, lightning 

disrupted power supplies in the Beccles and Halesworth area of Suffolk. 

 

18
th

: The rippling frontal zone was lying from Lyme Bay to Lincolnshire, and was now re-

activated as a depression moved northeast from France towards the southern North Sea. 

Prolonged heavy rain affected a broad swath of central southern and eastern England (with 24 

hour totals over 50mm in places). However, Thunder was only very isolated; it was heard in 

the Thanet area of Kent, and along parts of the Suffolk coast during mid to late morning. 

 

24
th

: A depression and fronts drifted south-southeastwards from northwest Scotland into the 

North Sea. A broad upper trough covered western Europe. Cloud in the warm sector broke to 

the lee of the Pennines, where the highest temperatures occurred (over 25°C in 

Northumberland) and thunderstorms broke out around the North Yorkshire Moors - from the 

Vale of Pickering to Whitby. A similar ‘warm spot’ in the lee of the Cambrian mountains of 

Wales also triggered a thundery shower in the Worcester area. 

 

25
th

: A complex, shallow depression now covered England and Wales, while the broad upper 

trough intensified across the UK with a significant cold pool centre over Scotland  at 1200 

UTC, subsequently drifting southwest to Ireland by midnight. Temperatures up to 23°C 

helped trigger pockets of deep convection. During a thunderstorm which moved northeast 

along the Essex coast, a well marked funnel cloud was observed. Later in the evening a 

damaging tornado accompanied another thunderstorm (with hail) in the Barking area of east 

London. Flash flooding was also reported. Elsewhere, small but slow moving thunderstorm 

clusters developed in the Shrewsbury and Birmingham areas with reports of local flooding. 

 

27
th

: A depression and associated ‘upper’ vortex were centred over Brittany with a frontal 

zone across southern England. As happened nine days earlier, there was some prolonged 

heavy rain, this time focussed across southwest England, but most of it was non thundery. 

However, sferics indicated isolated thunder in the Portsmouth and Bournemouth areas. 

 

28
th

: A shallow surface low and upper cold pool persisted over northwest France. Surface 

gradient winds were northeasterly over England and cloud cover was again persistent for 

many, away from Scotland and the northwest. However, south of the diffuse frontal zone, 

some sunshine enabled temperatures to reach around 22°C with offshore sea breezes 

developing. Heavy showers duly developed just inland from the south coast with thunder 

occurring quite widely from East Sussex to east Devon. Lightning struck a house in 

Fittleworth, West Sussex, damaging a TV and Sky box. Very intense, localised downpours 

(on top of overnight rain) caused flash flooding issues. At Crewkerne, Somerset, 79mm of 

rain was recorded (with reports of over 50mm in less than two hours) and both roads and 

railways were impacted by flooding in the Chard and Crewkerne areas.  

 

30
th

: 

Low pressure drifted away eastwards, leaving a slack northerly airflow. Broken cloud 

enabled tempertures to reach 25°C in the west. A brief thunderstorm affected east Wales 

around Brecon. 

 

 

 

 



These reports are based on observations and sferics with 

supportive evidence from radar. Sincere thanks are due to 

observations recorded by COL members (further details can 

be found in the Daily station notes section of the June bulletin). 

Acknowledgement is also due to the TORRO members 

forum and the Netweather and Blitzortung web sites.  
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